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In this paper all groups are finite p-groups. For such a group, G, two 
characteristic subgroups are defined by 
Q,(G) = (a E G 1 up” = l), 
UJG) =(a~Gla =bp”} for some b E G. 
In this paper we are interested in the following statements: 
(1) Each element of 0,(G) is a p?h power. 
(2) Each element of Q,(G) has order pm (at most) 
(3) I fL(G)l = I G : -%(G)I. 
Generally, a p-group need not satisfy either of these three statements. 
It is well known that regular p-groups, as introduced by P. Hall ([2]; or see 
[3, III.lO]) do satisfy all three statements. There exist, however, also non- 
regular p-groups satisfying them. 
In this paper we call a p-group G a Pi-group (i = 1,2 or 3) if G, as well as 
all sections of G, satisfy the statement (i), and a P-group, if G and its sections 
satisfy all three statements. 
These properties PI, Pz , P, are not independent. We shall see that 
P3 * Pz * PI (and thus P = P3). This is established in Section 1 by 
investigating so-called minimal non-Pi-groups. Various criteria for a group 
to lie in one of the classes Pi are given in that section. Thus, possession of the 
property Pi depends only on sections of exponent p2. Assuming Kostrikin’s 
solution of the restricted Burnside problem for exponent p, we can restrict 
ourselves also to sections of a bounded class and order. 
It turns out that Ps-groups can be characterized by the inequalities 1 U,(G)] < 
\ G : &(G)I. Other results are: if all subgroups of CD(G) have “few” generators, 
then G is Pr-group; G is a Pi-group if it has “many” factor groups which are 
P,-groups. 
In Section 2 we consider properties of Pi-groups similar to properties of 
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regular groups. Both Pz and P-groups are characterized in terms very similar 
to Hall’s definition of regularity. We get commutation relations. Thus 
rum(G), U,(G)] C Urn+,(G) holds in Pr-groups, and [Q,(G), U,(G)] = 1 
holds in Ps-groups. Also, P-groups possess bases. The theme in these results 
seems to be, that in theorems holding for regular groups, one has to replace 
elements by the subgroups they generate, to get theorems holding for 
P-groups. 
In section 3 we show that the classes of Pi-groups are closed under direct 
products with groups of exponent p. On the other hand, if G x C is a Pi- 
group for all cyclic groups C, then G is regular. 
In Section 4, we first consider 2-groups. It turns out, for instance, that a 
2-group is a P,-group if and only if it is modular. We conclude with some 
examples. 
The notation and terminology are mostly standard. We use notation such as 
Z(G mod K), when K n G, for the subgroup H satisfying H/K = Z(G/K). 
A section of G is a group H/K, where K n H C G. 
We conclude the introduction by mentioning some problems we consider 
worthy of a further study. 
1. Investigate Pi-groups for p = 3. 
2. Investigate metabelian Pi-groups. 
3. Investigate the class of p-groups G having a normal series 
{I} = G, A G,-, A ... A Go = G 
where exp G = pe and each factor group GJG,,, has exponent p. 
4. Given m, study the class of groups in which products of elements 
of order p* have orders pnfln (at most), or in which products of p”+?h 
powers are pnth powers (this class contains, trivially, all groups of exponent 
pm+r; it also contains all groups of class (m + l)( p - 1) or less, by Theorem 1 
Of[71)- 
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THEOREM 1. I f  each section of exponent pz of G is a Pi-group (i = 1, 2) 
or a P-group, so is G. 
Proof. a. i = 1. We may assume exp G > pz, hence exp iT,(G) > p. 
Choose z of order p in &(Ur(G)) n Z(G). By induction, x = UP for some 
u E Q(G). Also by induction, given a, b E G, we have apba = c?zi = cD(ui)p 
for some c and i. As u E 0(G), we have G # (c, u>, so again by induction 
cp(ui)p = d” for some d E (c, u). Thus or(G) consists only of p’th powers. 
Induction in I?&(G) yields that UJG) consists only of p”‘th powers, for n > 1. 
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b. i = 2. Let a, b E G have order p, and let 2 be a minimal normal 
subgroup of G. Let H = (a, b, Z), then by induction H/Z hs exponent p, 
hence H has exponent p2, so by assumption ab has order p. Thus all elements 
of Qr(G) have order p. This implies J&(G) = .C&,(G mod O,(G)), for n > 1, 
and by induction all elements of Q,(G) have order pn at most. 
c. Each section of exponentp2 of G is a P-group. Let N = Qi(G) n On(G). 
Assume N # 1. By cases a and b, exp N = p and each element of N is a 
pfi’th power. It follows that -C&(G mod N) = C&+,(G) and N = B&2,+,(G)), 
so, by induction, 
I G : fJ,(G)l = I G/N : fJ,(G/N)I = I %(W>l 
= I f&+,(G) : N I = I QdQ,+,(W = I Gz(G)I. 
If N = 1, then O’,(G) = 1, hence G = C?,(G). 
Theorem 1 also holds for the property Z’s , since we shall prove below that 
P3 is equivalent to P. 
If Q is any group theoretical property, we term a group G a minimal non-Q 
group, if G does not enjoy the property Q, but all of its proper sections do. 
PROPOSITION 2. If a PI-group G contains a subgroup E of exponent p” and 
index pk, then 1 On(G)1 < pk. 
Proof. First, let Iz = 1. Let 2 be a minimal normal subgroup of G. By 
induction, 1 UJG/Z)l <p, hence 1 U,(G)1 <p2. Assume I O,(G)] = p2. 
Then U%(G) C E, and there exists a normal subgroup A such that U,(G) S 
@(G)CACEand(G:Al =p2.1faEG,thena”EA,henceM=(a,A) 
is a maximal subgroup of G (or M = A), (a”“) E UJM), and I U,(M)\ < p 
by induction. If Ml ,..., M,+1 are all the maximal subgroups containing A, 
we see that all pfi’th powers in G are contained in the union of the subgroups 
CYJMJ, each having order 1 or p, and at least one of which, U&C), is trivial. 
But then of the p + 1 subgroups of order p of U,(G) there exists one which 
does not consist of p@‘th powers, contrary to G being a PI-group. 
Now let K > 1. Let M be a maximal subgroup of G containing E. Then 
I On(M)] < pk--l, by induction. By the previous case in G/U,(M)) we have 
I &a(G) : iT,P)I <P, so I fJm(G)I < pL. 
In the following, we use sometimes Kostrikin’s solution of the restricted 
Burnside problem [4], according to which a 2-generator finite group of 
exponent p has a bounded order. We are going to star all statements relying 
on Kostrikin’s result. Assuming this result, we denote by c(p) and pn(p), 
respectively, the maximum class and order of a 2-generator finite group of 
exponent p. 
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THEOREM 3. Let G be a minimal non-P, group. Then 
a. G can be generated by two elements and has exponent pa. 
b. Q(G) = Z,-,(G) has exponent p. (Here c = cl G). 
c. Z(G) = &(G) is elementary abelian of order p2. 
d. Each proper subgroup of G has smaller class than G. 
e*. cl G < c(p) + I, 1 G / < P~(P)+~. 
Proof. Since G is not a Pi-group, there exist two elements, a, b, say, such 
that a”b” is not a p’th power. By minimality G = (a, b). By Theorem 1, 
exp G = p2. 
Assume exp a(G) = pz, then one can find a minimal normal subgroup 
Z _C Oi(@(G)). Since G/Z is a Pr-group, we get apb’ = c%, for some c E G, 
z E Z. Since @(G) is a Pi-group, we have z = up, u E Q(G). Now (c, u) # G, 
so apbp = cW is a p’th power in (c, u), a contradiction. 
Now Z(G) C G(G), otherwise we can find a pair of generators for G, 
one of which is central, and G is abelian. Thus Z(G) is elementary abelian. 
If Z _C Z(G) has orderp, then as above we obtain apbD = c%, where 1 # z E Z. 
Thus x = a?‘b%p E Q(G), so Z C 4(G) and Z(G) C &(G). 
Any element x E G is contained in some maximal subgroup M of G. By 
Proposition 2, I( C&V)/ < p, and Ui(IM) n G, so Q(M) C Z(G). As 
xp E Z&(M), we have C&(G) _C Z(G). Moreover, choosing M such that 
1 Or(Jf)7)1 = p, and applying Proposition 2 to G/&(M), we get ] Ui(G)j < p2. 
Equality obtains, as any group with 1 C&(G)1 = p is a Pr-group. 
It follows that G/Z(G) is a 2-generator group of exponent p, hence e holds. 
For d and @b(G) = Z,_,(G) see [6, Prop. 121. 
COROLLARY 4. A P,-group is a PI-group. 
Proof. By induction we may assume that G is a minimal non-Pr-group. 
Since G is not PI , of thep + 1 subgroups of orderp of Z(G) at least one does 
not consist ofp’th powers. Since I CJi(1M)j < p for each maximal subgroup M 
of G, we can find two maximal subgroups, M and M1 , such that C&(&Z) = 
Ui(Mi) = Z (say; or Ui(ilfi) = 1). Then G/Z, being a Ps-group, is of 
exponent p, so CJ(G) = Z, a contradiction. 
Indeed, it follows from the proof, that it suffices to require that each 
proper section of G is a Ps-group. 
COROLLARY 5. If each subgroup of O(G) can be generated by 4( p + 1) 
elements, then G is a PI-group (here p is odd). 
Proof. It suffices to assume that G is a minimal non-Pi-group, and show 
that then CD(G) contains an elementary abelian subgroup of order 3 .i( p + 3). 
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If cZG -== c, then c 3 p, and Theorem 3 implies that Z(G)G,(,+,, is such 
a subgroup. 
THEOREM 6. Let G be a minimal non-P,-group. Then 
a. G can be generated by two elements of order p; exp G = p2. 
b. G contains a maximalsubgroup of exponentp. Inparticular, exp Q(G) = 
p; moreover, (P(G) = G’ = Z,..,(G). 
c. Z(G) = t&(G) has or&p. 
d. G is a minimal non-Pgroup, and a PI-group. 
e. Each proper section of G has smaller class than G. 
f*. clG < c(p) + 1, / G 1 < pn(p)+l. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, exp G = p2. As G does not satisfy Pz , there exist 
two elements a, 6 E G such that a” = b” = 1 but (ab)” # 1. By minimality, 
G = (a, b). Let M = (UC), then M is a proper subgroup of G, and is 
generated by conjugates of a, so exp M = p. Since G = M(b) and bp = 1, 
we have / G : M j = p. Since @j(G) C M, also exp @(G) = p. 
Let 2 be a minimal normal subgroup of G, then G/Z = (a& bZ), so 
exp G/Z = p and 2 = &(G). Thus Z is unique. Also, Z = Z(G) since 
Z(G) C Q(G) is elementary abelian. Also, Z C G’, so Q(G) = G’. 
Proposition 12 of [6] implies that Q(G) = Z,-,(G) and that subgroups 
of G have smaller class than G, while proper quotients of G are all quotients 
of G/Z and so have smaller class than G. 
Let H be a proper section of G. To prove the first part of (d) we have only 
to show that 1 H : Q1(H)I = j &(H)I. If exp H = p, both numbers are 1, 
while if exp H = p2, both numbers are p, by (b) and (c). The second part 
of(d) follows from 1 Ui(G)J = p. Finally, (f *) follows as in Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 7. The group G is a P,-group if and only if all sections H of 
G satisfy / U,(H)1 < I H : Q,(H)l. 
Proof. If G is a P,-group, the result follows by combining Proposition 2 
with Corollary 4. Conversely, if G is not a P,-group, some section H of G 
is a minimal non-P, group, which, by Theorem 6(a) and (c), satisfies 
IC$(H)j -p, j H:Qn,(H)I = 1. 
COROLLARY 8. A P,-group is a P-group. 
A group constructed by Blackburn [3; III.lO.lS], for which I G I = pp+r, 
/ Qr(G)l = pp-r and [7J,(G)l = p h s ows that P,-groups are not always P3- 
groups. This group is also an example of minimal non-P group which is a 
P,-group. 
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THEOREM 9. Let G be a minimal non-P-group. Then 
a. G has two generators and exponent pa. 
b. .Either &n,(G) = G or .&n,(G) = Q(G). In any case, @(G) = G’ = 
Z,-,(G) and this subgroup has exponent p. 
c. Z(G) = Z.J(G) has orderp. 
d. Each proper section of G has smaller class than G. 
e*. cl G < c(p) + 1, 1 G 1 < pn(n)+l. 
Proof. If G is not a Pa-group, everything follows from Theorem 6. 
Assume then, that G is a Ps-group. Then the only way in which G can fail 
to be a P-group is by satisfying the inequality 
(4) I G : Q,(G)1 f I ~dG)l- 
Let 2 C &(G) be a minimal normal subgroup of G. Then 
1 G : Z&(G)/ = j G/Z : Ul(G/Z)I = 1 .n,(G/Z)l. 
Denote H = &(G mod Z). Then Z = C&(H). If H # G, then 
I QdG/Z)I = I H: Z I = I H : &(H)l = I QdH)I = I QkG)l 
contradicting (4). Thus G = H, i.e. Z = U;(G). It follows that Z is unique. 
Let M be a maximal subgroup of G, then I &(M)I < p, so that 
I M : O,(M)/ < p and 1 G : Q,(G)] < p2. Since G is a Pa-group, we have 
G # s2,(G), and by (4) we must have I G : !&n,(G)] = p2. Now for any 
maximal subgroup M we get Q,(G) = QJM), hence Q1(G) = Q(G). Since 
Z(G) _C Q(G), we find now that Z(G) is elementary abelian and so Z(G) = Z. 
The rest follows as before. 
Remark. In [5] we investigated minimal nonregular groups, and proved in 
particular that for those groups, we have cl G < c(p) + 1. This result was 
then improved by Groves [l], using variety methods, to cl G < c(p), for 
p > 3, which is best possible. We do not know if a similar improvement is 
possible for the minimal groups of this paper. Examples for which cl G = 
c(p) will be constructed in Section 4. 
The following is obvious. 
COROLLARY lo*. A group G has the property P (or Pz , or PI) if and only 
if all sections of G of exponent pz, class at most c(p) + 1 and order at most 
P fi(p)+l ( p(*(P)+2 for PI) possess the same property. 
COROLLARY 11. Let the group G contain an elementary abelian central 
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subgroup N of order p2, such that G/K is a P-group (P2-group) for all 1 # 
K C N. Then G is a P-group (P2-group). 
For the proof, see the proof of [6, Prop. 21. Similarly one obtains 
COROLLARY 12. Let the group G contain an elementary abelian central 
subgroup N of order pa, such that G/K is a PI-group for all 1 # K 2 N. Then G 
is a PI-group. 
2 
Our first aim here is the following result. 
THEOREM 13. I f  E is a normal subgroup of exponent p” of a PI-group G, 
then [On(G), Ej = 1. 
From this follows immediately 
COROLLARY 14. In a PI-group, [&(G), U,(G)] C B,+,(G). 
COROLLARY 15. In a P,-group, [U*(G), Q,(G)] = 1. 
To prove Theorem 13 we take any element a E G and try to prove [up”, E] = 
1. It is enough to consider the group (a, E), and for this group the theorem 
follows from the following result. 
PROPOSITION 16. Let the PI-group G contain a normal subgroup E of 
exponent pn such that G/E is cyclic of order pk. Then On(G) is a cyclic central 
subgroup of G of order at most pL. 
Proof. For k = 1 everything follows from Proposition 2. Hence we 
assume from now on that k > 1. We may also assume that E is maximal 
among the normal subgroups of G having exponent p” and cyclic factor group. 
Under these assumptions we shall prove the following stronger statement: 
U%(G) is central cyclic of order exactly pk, and if G = (a, E), then Un(G) = 
(up”) (this statement does not hold for K = 1. For example, in C, J C, 
we may have G = (a, E) with up = 1). 
First, assume n = 1. Let E 5 F a G with /F : E / = p. Since E is 
maximal, 2 = &(F) # I, and by the case K = I, I 2 ( = p. We employ 
induction in G/Z, in which group F/Z has exponent p. Thus ZJ,(G)/Z = 
7J,(G/Z) is cyclic, of order pz-l, say. Then &(G) is, in any case, abelian, and 
if noncyclic, it can be written as A x B, where 1 A 1 = p, / B j = pz-l. 
If I > 2, then Q1(B) n G, and 0i(G)/SZ,(B) is not cyclic, contrary to the 
inductive assumption. Let 1 = 2. Then I!.&(G) is elementary abelian, and 
exp G = p2. Since k > I, we have or(G) g E, but 2 C UJG) and Z C E 
481/4211-9 
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(by maximality of E). Let G = (a, E). Then ap $ E, by k > 1, and so 
&(G) = (ap, 2). If x E E, we obtain in the same way that 4(G) = ((a%)~, Z). 
Since Z _C Z(G), we find that Ui(G), so also an, centralize ax. Thus ap 
commutes with X, and so with E, so ap E Z(G). But then (ap, E) has exponent 
p and properly contains E, a contradiction. Therefore, Or(G) is cyclic of 
order p”. 
Now maximality of E implies 1 Ur(G) n E j == p. Therefore 1 C&(G)E 1 = 
pz-l / E /, also / G : &(G)E j = p so 1 G ) = pz 1 E 1, i.e. I = K. 
Finally, let G = (a, E). Then apkW1 $ E, so &’ does not lie in the unique 
subgroup of order-p of Ui(G), so aPK # 1, a has order exactIyp”+l, and i?&;(G) = 
(a”). For any x E E, we find also that U*(G) = ((ux)~}, and therefore UP 
commutes with ax and a~ E Z(G) as before. This concludes the proof for 
n =I 1. 
For n > 1, let N = Ol(E). Th en in G/N we have E/N as a normal sub- 
group of exponent p and cyclic factor group of order pk, and E/N is maximal 
relative to these properties. By the case II = 1 we find that U,(G)/N is cyclic 
of order pk, and if G = (a, E), then &(G)/N = (@N). In Ui(G) there are 
two subgroups K and L, defined uniquely by N _C K CL C C&(G), I L : K 1 = 
j K:NI =p. 
If N is not maximal among the subgroups of Or(G) of exponent pn-l, then 
exp K =: pn-l. Moreover, in G/K both EK/K and L/K have exponent p and 
L/K is central, so EL/K has exponent p and exp EL = pn. By maximality of E 
we get L 2 E and, therefore 1 L : N j =p, which is not true. Thus Ui(G) and N 
satisfy our assumptions with exponentp+l. By induction we get that U%(G) = 
On-i(Z);(G)) is cyclic of order pk, and if G = (a, E) then, because 3r(G) = 
(up, N), also O,(G) = (a”“). For XE E, we get also U’,(G) = (ax)“” which 
implies as before that U%(G) C Z(G). 
Passing now to Ps-groups, we first give an alternative proof of Corollary 15. 
Let G be a Pa-group, and let a, b E G, b”” = 1. In proving [a’“, b] = 1, we 
may assume G = (a, 6). Let x be a central element of order p, and denote 
Z = (a), N = (z, up”). Since, by induction, ap” E Z(G mod Z), we have 
N n G. In G/N, both aN and bN have order pa, so exp G/N G p”, and in 
particular (ab)*- E N. Considering ab instead of a, we get in the same way 
up” E (Z, (ab)Dn), so N = (Z, (ab)p*). It follows that ab, as well as a, cen- 
tralizes N, so also b E C,(N) and so b centralizes up”. 
COROLLARY 17. If  G is a P,-group, a, b E G and bpn = 1, then (ap”> = 
WY”‘). 
Proof. Assuming G = {a, b), Corollary 15 implies that <ap”> n G, 
hence (ab)e” e (ap*>, and similarly apn E ((ab))pn’“). 
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THEOREM 18. The group G is a P,-group if and only if it satisfies: given 
a, b E G, there exist integers i, j such that 
(A) (ab)* = &*bj*ul* ... q*, uk E (a, b)’ 
Proof. Let G be a Pa-group. We may assume that G = (a, b), and also 
that exp G’ = p. Then b-l(ap)b = (b-lab)* = ((a[a, b])p> = (a”) by 
Corollary 17, so (a*) n G. Similarly, (bp) n G. If  N = (ap’, by), then G/N 
has exponent p, so (ab)* E N, which implies (A). 
Conversely, let G satisfy (A). Let a, b E G have order p. Since (aG> # G, 
and (ac> is generated by conjugates of a, of order p, we get by induction that 
exp(aG) = p. We may assume G = {a, b). Then G/(a”) is cyclic, so 
G’ C (aG>, and exp G’ = p. Now (A) yields that ab has order p. We have 
thus proved that exp Qr(G) = p, and we can apply induction on rr to G/Qr(G) 
to conclude that exp Q,(G) = pn. A s condition (A) is inherited by sections 
of G, G is a Pa-group. 
For P-groups, we first sharpen Corollary 17. 
PROPOSITION 19. Let G be a P-group, and let a, b E G. Then <an”) = 
(bp”) if and only if there exist integers i, j, zj f  O(p), such that (aibj)n” = 1. 
Proof. I f  i,j exist then, by Corollary 17 
(a*“> = <(u-i)*‘) = ((a-i - &)pn) = ((b5)pn) = (b*“). 
Let (up”) = (by”) = N. We again assume G = (a, b). I f  N = 1, every- 
thing is trivial. Let N # 1, then exp G/N = p”, so N = U,(G), and if 
] a j = P%+~~, then j G : Q,(G)] = j U,(G)1 = pk. However, a has order pk 
(mod Q,(G)), so G = (a, Q,(G)) and in particular b = ai (mod J&(G)), 
where i $ O(p) since j a ] = ) b !, i.e., (a-ib)P” = 1. 
THEOREM 20. A p-group G of exponent p2 is a P-group if and only ;f  for 
each pair a, b E G there exists a permutation r of (1,2,..., p - l> such that for 
each j = I,..., p - 1 there exists an i satisfying 
P) (a@)* = aipbin(5)pu1P . . . uz~, up E (a, b)‘. 
Proof. Let G be a P-group. We may assume that G = (a, b) and that 
exp G’ = p. Then Corollary 17 yields 
b-l(u”)b == ((b-%zb)P) = (~[a, b])p = (UP), 
so (a”) a G (hence UP E Z(G)), and similarly (bp) b G. Then G/(up, bp), 
generated by elements of order p, is of exponent p, so that O,(G) = (a”, bn). 
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Now if up = 1 or bp = 1, we can pick v  arbitrarily. Assume (a”} = 
(be) # 1, then ( U,(G)1 = p implies ( G : Q1(G)[ = p. Since Q(G) CO,(G) 
and G .-= (a, b), there exists a unique j E (l,..., p - l} such that SZ,(G) = 
(Q(G), abj). Let K be such that 6’ = ah-P, then we can choose as r any 
permutation satisfying Ka(j) E p - l(p). 
Finally, let (afl) # (bp), so j Ur(G)/ = p2. Then / G : Q,(G)/ = p2, so 
Qi(G) = @p(G). The maximal subgroups of G are generated by @(G) and one 
of the elements b, a, ubj, j = l,..., p - 1. The map M---f &(M) maps 
maximal subgroups to subgroups of order p of U1(G). As this map is onto, it 
is l-l. To the maximal subgroups corresponding to a and b there correspond 
(a”) and (bp), so to the maximal subgroup corresponding to ubi there corre- 
sponds a subgroup (u”b”“) for some k = l,..., p - 1, and here j 4 k is a 
permutation, which can be taken as v  because (ubj)* = (upbkp)i, some i. 
Conversely, assume that G satisfies (B). By Theorem 18, G is a P,-group, 
and we may assume that it is a minimal non-P-group. By Theorem 9, 
G = (a, 6) and J&(G) = Q(G), so (a”) = {bp) = or(G), and we may 
assume that up = bp. Applying (B), we choose j so that n(j) = p - 1, and 
then (B) implies that (ubj)” = 1, contrary to Q1(G) = Q(G). 
PROPOSITION 21. If  G is a P-group, then U%(G) C [UJG), G]. 
Proof. We may assume that [UJG), G] --_ 1. Then, for any a, b E G, 
(&bu)“” = &bz’nu zz b”” s o, by Proposition 19, there exist i and j such that 
(biu-lb&)“” = 1 and, since j f  O(p), a-lbu E (b, J&(G)). It follows that each 
cyclic subgroup, therefore each subgroup, of G/Q,(G) is normal. As the 
quaternion group is not a P-group, it follows that G/Q,(G) is abelian, i.e., 
G’ c Q,(G) and UJG’) = 1. 
For any PI-group, G, define w, = w,(G) for n = 1, 2 ,..., e, where exp G = 
pe, by: 
p”‘, = 1 U,-,(G) : U,(G)/. 
As in [2], define pnl to be the number of the W,‘S which are 2 m. Then 
pl = e. 
PROPOSITION 22. Let G be a PI-group, H _C G and K n G. Then 
wn 1 > %+1 2 Pn A Pn+1 1 
w,(H) G w,(G), /-4H) G ~4’3, 4GIK) G w,(G), 4’7K) G PAG). 
Prooj. In U,-,(G)/U%+,(G), Proposition 2 implies that 
I Rz(GYf-G+,(G)I = I ~JI(~~-I(WL+~(G))/ G I ~~-,(GWJn(G)L 
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which is the first inequality, and the second one is trivial. As in [2], it is 
enough to prove the inequalities involving we in the second line. The one for 
G/K is trivial. Since o,(G) = w#J,&G)), it is enough to prove w,(H) < 
w,(G). Now if K n G, then working in G/&(K) we find, by Proposition 2, 
I K : WK)I G I W&,(K) : ~,(WMK)I = I G : W’% 
so w,(K) < w,(G). Since H is subnormal in G, we get w,(H) < w,(G) by 
successive applications of the normal case. 
A set of elements a, ,..., a, (# 1) of a p-group G, of orders e, ,..., e, 
respectively, is termed a basis for P, if each element a of G can be written 
uniquely as 
a = a:’ *** an7 t- ’ 0 < ?li < ei . 
THEOREM 23. A P-group G possesses a basis. Moreover, for any such basis 
Y = w,(G) and the orders e, ,..., e, are the numbers $+I,... , PMT. 
The proof is identical to P. Hall’s proof of this theorem for regular groups 
[2, (4.5)] (at one point we have to use Proposition 19 instead of the corre- 
sponding result for regular groups). 
Other p-groups may have bases. For example, let G be a group containing 
a regular maximal subgroup Gr such that all elements outside Gr have order p. 
Then adjoining any element outside Gr to a basis of Gr we get a basis for Gr . 
Moreover, any section of G is either regular, or enjoys the same properties 
we required for G. By results of Blackburn, if H is ap-group of maximal class, 
then we can take G = H/Z(H) [3,111.14.13(b)]. 
Groups G of the type discussed in the previous paragraph are Pr-groups, 
because &(G) = Ur(G,), and usually not Pa-groups, because G = Qr(G). 
Indeed, we have: ifall sections of a P,-group G have a basis, then G is a P-group. 
Thus, the argument of [2, 4.511 shows that j CJn(G)/ > j G : &(G)I which, 
together with Theorem 7, yields our claim. 
3 
We now pass to direct products, 
THEOREM 24. Let G be a Pi-group (i = 1, 2 or 3) and H a group of 
exponent p. Then G x His a P,-group. 
Proof. Let K C G x H and N n K. We want to show that K/N is a 
Pi-group. We may assume that K projects on the whole of G. Let a = (x, CY) 
andb = (y,B)beinK. 
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I f  G is a PI-group, write xp”ypn = zpn, for some z E G, and find a y  E H 
such that (z, r) E K, then 
&‘b@’ = @9”y”“, (~-9~189’3 z (#, 1) = (x, 749% 
which shows that K (and K/N) are Pi-groups. 
For Pz , assume that (aN)~” = (bN) ZJ” = 1, i.e., ad E N and b”’ E N. Then 
aP” zz ( XP”, 1) E N n G and also ( yp”, 1) E N n G. Since K projects on G, 
we have N n G n G, so by considering G/N n G we obtain 
(ab)P” = ((xy)r”, 1) EN n G, (UN * bN)D* = 1. 
Now let G be a Ps-group. Considering G, H, and K as subgroups of 
G x H we see that On(K) is mapped onto Un(G) and that On(K) _C 
On(G x H) = U’,(G), so On(K) = CJG). Also f&(K) is mapped onto QJG), 
with kernel l&(K) n H = K n H, so 
I K : Q,(K)1 = I G : %(G>l = I WG)l = I &(K)l. 
For K/N, let first G n N # 1, then K/N is a section of G/G n N x H, 
and we use induction. If  N n G = 1, then N s NGIG has exponent p, so 
N 2 Q,(K). I f  a E K and (aN)p” = 1 in K/N, then up” E N n G = 1, so 
a E QJK). Thus Q,(K) maps onto &(K/N), with kernel N. From N n G = 1 
follows also N n S,(K) = 1, so 
I K/N : Q$W)l = I K : Q,(K)I = I WK>l = I f%(K>P,(K> n N I 
= I CUW/N I = I iT,(K/WI. 
For groups of exponent larger than p, however, we have 
THEOREM 25. Let G be a group of exponent pe and C a cyclic group of order 
p. If G x C is a PI-group, then G is regular. 
This result implies both Proposition 1 and Theorem 7 of [6]. 
Proof. We may assume that G is a minimal irregular group, as described 
in [5]. In particular, from the calculation in the proof of Theorem 2(h) of [5l 
it follows that G can be generated by two elements, a and b, such that 
(ab)p # apbp and a and b can be chosen to lie in any two prescribed maximal 
subgroups of G. We can always assume that a has order p”. Let C = (c), and 
consider the subgroup K = ((a, c), (b, 1)) of G x C. For any u E K we find 
u = I+, cp(b, l)bk, u = (aibid, ci), dEG’, i = 2& . 
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First, suppose that we can choose b of orderp. For some 1 # t E G’ we have 
(ab)p = aPb”t, so 
((a, c)(b, 1))~ = (ab, c)” = (u”bPt, c”) = (a, c)p(b, l)“(t, l), 
so (t, 1) E C&(H). If (t, 1) = up, u as above, then 
(t, 1) = ((aibjd)p, tip), ci2’ zzx ] 7 pee1 1 i. 
Thus ui E Z(G) and 
(&d) = &(bjd)p = 1, up = 1 ,
because (b, d) is regular and b and d have order p, a contradiction. 
If b cannot be chosen of order p then, again by [5l, e = 2 and e and b have 
order p2. Then UP and b” are powers of each other, so 
(up, c”) E 7&(H), (bp, 1) E Ui(H) * (1, c”) E Ui(H). 
It is easy to see, however, that we cannot have (1, cr) = up in this case, for u 
as above. 
In the next section we shall construct, for p > 2, a nonregular P-group G 
of exponent p2. It follows from the results of this section that we have: G x H 
is a Pr-group if and only if H has exponent p. 
4 
For p = 2 the minimal groups described in Theorems 3, 6 and 9 are easy 
to determine. Let D, Q and R, S be, respectively, the dihedral group of order 8, 
the quaternion group, and the groups of order 16 defined by 
R = (a, b 1 u* = b4 = 1, b-lab = u3>, 
S = (a, b 1 u* = b* = 1, b-lab = u3b2> 
then R and S are the only minimal non-Pi-groups, D is the unique minimal 
non-P,-group, and D and Q are the only minimal non-P-groups. 
If G and H are groups, then G is termed H-free if no section of G is 
isomorphic to H. It is known that the D-free 2-groups are exactly the so-called 
modular 2-groups [8], and that a modular 2-group involves Q if and only if it 
is Hamiltonian. It also follows from [8] that a D-free and Q-free group of 
exponent 4 is abelian. Thus our remarks yield 
THEOREM 26. Let G be u 290~~. Then 
a. G is a PI-group if and only if it is R-free and S-free. 
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b. G is a I’,-group if and only if it is D-free, equivalently, if and only if 
it is modular. 
c. The following are equivalent. 
(i) G is a P-group. 
(ii) G is both D-fTee and Q-free. 
(iii) G is a nonhamiltonian modular group. 
(iv) All sections of G of order 8 are abelian. 
(v) All sections of G of exponent 4 are abelian. 
The last clause of this theorem raises the question, whether P-groups of 
exponent p2 are always regular. We now show, that for each odd p there exists 
a nonregular P-group of exponent pa. 
Start with the direct product H = (a,,) x (al) x *** x (a,-,), where a, 
has order p2 and the other a,‘s have order p. Denote apwI = a?, where 
K + -l(p). Define an automorphism u of H by a,O = aiai+, , i = 0, l,..., 
p - 2. Then azwl = a,-, , and it is easy to verify that 
agi = aOal i...a$’ uP - 1 . ..) - . 
Let G be the semidirect product H(b), where b induces u on Hand bp = 1. 
Then G has order pP+r and class p. All sections of G are regular, being of 
order pp or less, but G itself, being of maximal class, is not. Now 2 = 
(a,-& a G, and G/Z is generated by elements of order p, hence is of 
exponent p, so that Z&(G) = Z. To verify that G is a P-group, it is enough 
to show that 1 Qr(G)l = pp. A n y  1 e ement of G can be written as x = bia,,jc, 
where c E G’. I f  i + O(p), let il = l(p), then xz = ba,“d, for some n and 
some d E G’. x and xz have the same order, and (xz)” = (baO%)p. By [3,111.9.5] 
we have 
(ba,,n)o = bpa;“[ac, b ,..., b] = a;“[a,, , b ,..., b]” = agtk+l)p 
(the b in the commutators appears p - 1 times), and this is 1 only if p ) n. 
It follows that Qr(G) = (a1 ,..., a,-, , b) is indeed of order pa. 
The exceptional case K = -1 above appears in an example of Blackburn 
[3, 111.10.15]. (In that reference it is mistakingly stated that K = l(p).) The 
group of that example, also of order pa+r and class p, has 1 or(G)I = p, 
sZ,(G) of order pp-1 and exponent p, and is thus a P,-group and a minimal 
non-P-group. Also, the wreath product of two groups of order p is a minimal 
non-P,-group. Thus there exist such groups of class p. 
We now repeat a construction of [6]. Let G be a minimal irregular group, 
with G = (a, b), and let B be any group of exponent p and class c > p, also 
generated by two elements, B = (x, y>. In G x B consider the subgroup 
H = ((a, x), (6, y)). Let Z be the minimal normal subgroup of G, then 
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Z = 7.$(H). Let K be any normal subgroup of H, maximal such that 
K n Z = 1. Then H projects onto G, K n G A H, and K n G is projected 
ontoitself,so KnGnG, henceKn(HnG)=KnG=l. Thus H 
is a subdirect product of H/K and of H/H n G, of exponent p. By Theorem 24 
H/K is a Pi-group if and only if H is, and His a Pi-group if and only if G is. 
It is shown in [6], that H/K is minimal irregular, and can be taken to have 
class c. Taking G as one of the groups of ordersp”+l above, we see that we can 
arrange to have H/K of any class between p and c(p), and either a minimal 
non-Pz-group, a minimal non-P-group which is a P,-group, or a minima1 
irregular P-group. 
For the property PI , start with any minimal irregular group G of exponent 
P”, and let H be the subgroup of G x C constructed in the proof of 
Theorem 25. Obviously cl H = cl G, and we claim that H is a minimal 
non-PI-group. By [6, Proposition 11(g)], all proper subgroups of H are 
regular. Let Z be minimal normal in H. Then Z C Z(H), and since H projects 
on G, we see that in G x C, Z centralizes G, so 
Z C Q(G) x C, Z C f.&(G) x U,(C) = CQ(G x C) = &(H) 
and therefore 1 iY,(H/Z)j = p and’ H/Z is a Pi-group. This establishes our 
claim. 
Notice that by choosing G above appropriately, we can have either Q,(H) = 
Q(H) or L$(H) maximal in H. We do not know if QR,(H) = H is possible in 
a minimal non-Pi-group. In this example we also have H’ # a(H). We do 
not know if H’ = @(H) is possible. (Notice that if H’ # Q(H), then K = 
H/H’ n fJ(H), as a subdirect product of an abelian group and an exponent 
p group, is a P-group, and / Ul(K)I = p, so Ql(K) # K, and also Q,(H) # H). 
Nor do we know if minimal non-Pi-groups need to be as closely related to 
minimal irregular groups as in the examples constructed here. 
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